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Almost a news page.....
NEW HORMONES and others are opening a new
club called the BEACH CLUB at Oozits behind
Shudehill,wherever that may be.They intend to
show films as well as bands,which seems like
a good idea..Bands lined up include Ludus,
Durutti Column and a group consisting of
‘Members of Cabaret Voltaire+A Certain Ratio
and? Eric Random'.Be hip,be seen,etc etc.

THE MANCHESTER MUSICIANS COLLECTIVE is
extending it's use of the Cyprus Tavern
(Princess St) to two levels and thrre bands.
Sunday gigs should,it is hoped,be a little
more worthwile in the future.Ehtranoe will
be 75p,a mere pittance to hear 3 disco dj'd
by the legendary Muppet of the legendary
Armed ?orce,who we still haven't got round to
interviewing despite several promises.

WHILE we're on the subject of ourselves...“

MAIL ORDER.If you or anyone else would like
copies of Printed Noises 2,3 or 4 you'd
better send a large SAE plus the relevant
amounts of money to the adress on the other
page across the way there.If you send POs,
cheques etc make them payable to MARTIN
CLAYTON please,or else we won't send you the
mags.Just to recap-

PN 2 (Joy Division,A Certain Ratio,Tea.rdrop
Ekplodes,Mediaters) costs 18 p......

PN 3 (Passage,Spurtz) costs 20 p.....
PN 4 is this issue so you can look at the

cover if you can't remember how much it set
you back......

PN 5 is included FREE with this issue,because
because someone said we didn't get issues
out frequently enough.........

A CERTAIN RATIO are almost certain (get it?)
to be playing a benifit gig for us in the
near furure.Look out for details,or else.

WHY DO WE NEVER HAVE ANY GOOD NEWS ITEMS?
I hear you cry (well not really,it's just 5
good phrase).I agree.This news page is (' §
pitiful.Still,look on the bright side,it's
ell out of date anyway so the less the better.
Rob Gretton.suggested we did some stirring
and spilt the beans about RICHARD BOONE‘s
yacht in ?rance.That sort of investigative
journalism is beyond me,in any case I might
not get free copies of Ludus and Tiller
Boys records if I were to reveal all Hue
secrets of his shadowv past.Anyone want to
hear how Joy Division got hold of all their
fiO§EY ?Io ? You see the public just aren't
interested in the worxings of the music
business,are they ? Ah well,back to the
gravevard I suppcse......

A CERTAIN DRAUULA
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TH! ?1LL:Information ”
The Fill arotlark E Suits (vocals.interview),Craig T ir‘-r
( uitar,interview)..-.»1arc Riley =guita.r,elec‘tr1c piano),
Sieve Eg_n]_ey (bass),i|iike--Lieghu'drums),?(ay C.-=1-roll (.m-='na-s@-
ment.interview)

The @511 have 4 singles and 2 lps out.plus 2 tracks on the
Virgin Electric circus lp. .
‘file Fall have a lot to say.so I won't waste spa-CB trying
ta f0!‘ themnioi

THE ?ALL:Introduction
‘You have heard of course of those tiny fish in the‘rivers
of Brazil that attack the unwary swi"mer by thousands and
with swift little nibbles clean him up in a few minutes.
leaving only an immaculate skeleton?Well,that's what the'
organisation is.'Do you want a good clean life?Like
everybody else?‘You say Yes.of oourae.How can one say no?
01$-Y@u'll._P3__.2l@fl-11_~@¢1 up-H.@.=‘s's H» Jab-H fssil.Y._;m..i.°rse'*iH@4
lei3ure.'And the little teeth attack the flesh.right down
to the bone.But I am uniust.I shouldn't say their organis-

stion.It is ours,after all :It's a question of which will
I

clean up the °ther' (Albert Camus.The Fall)

L_

/1... 5‘) J
THE ?ALL:lnterview _

PH:why are you in music rather than anything else? '
'IES:It's like having your own business.I didn't Join the

band as another careor.I mean if‘I'd have wanted a job
I'd have got ==. ,job.This is what people don't differentiate
with The ?all.A lot of bands that are going round now are
doing job,and as far as I'm concerned I'm not doing a
iob.
UPN;What did you think of the music industry before you
started?
IBS:I thought it was pretty ridiculous.and I thought I'd

never touch on it.I thought I'd fiust have s lflH8h 5°? 5
- whilelas it is.I'm still there.so I'm using,fih&I-P°'@T t°
still at sci it. , - , '

PN;Haa mving records out and doing tours changed your
-opinion of-it?- - ---- - = ~»~~—~-- ~ --5§~~~+
!ES;I've found out a lot about it,and a lot of it is very

shocking.Actually I thought it was a bigger load of shit :
than it was, but in a lot of ways I've been shocked as well
......little details like support bands_p5y_to go on tour
with big bands,things lire that. f

Pnznre there any other ways you're UHBQPPF 5b°ut tha -
mfihic industry? ' _
A lot of bands are continually in debt.0ne thing I started
The rall out to do is that we would never pg! to P13?-In
the early days we used to turn a lot of gigs down from §
people who'd say "Gone and play with us,we really wont 3°“
to play with us.out we can only give you a tenner...." and
things like that.We always turned thap sort of_thing down,

‘I H Ih I; ll ‘H II I? ‘ I. I

. 2 - - F '
. I ' ..- , I __n T, ' t , I

. c ' ' .

because that sort of .h.ng is stamping out c.eativitv
KC It's cause the tusicians accept it as well...
iES.Yes.that's wnat I'm saving It's vs v —asv to say it's

evervoody elses lault,that the record companies are
oastarus,the agents are bastards.Thet is the case,but it's
their.Joo liKe,and the nusioians go along with it The new
wave sold out a damn sight quitker than any other fucking
-wave In my personal opinion thev copped out a lot faster
than a lot of fie do in a lot or other arts and a lot
of other music waves.There's a lot O1 oands who,wren
they're asked to go on televis1on.s=Y ves st sight away,
when .he_e were a lot of bends say téfl Vfiflrfl 36° *h° I
count woul have done it

PW 4ave you been asked?
nsh:Ves,well we nave beer on tv.cut I wouldn't sell d?

soul to go on *V,Ifll"fl is what a lot o' other bands do.a
lpt oi sands sell their soul to go on John Peel sessions,
which is another thing you may not know.You don't get on
e John Peel session by being asked most o‘ the time.The
?c-l are one of the few bands who have been on a John
Peel session who have been asses to go on.

PW;How do vou thins environment affects ceople-eg a lot
of people thins tv has a greet effect on people.
2E2S:There again vou can only switch it off‘.I know it's =1.

zliche out it's true.I lived without tv for e vear.it
1idn't bother me.People need television.people need ‘ere.-
A lot of the reason people work on an industrial estate is
to cuv cars and houses and In my estimation they deserve
everything they fussing get.It's self perpetuating you
K30‘-the whole system is self-perpetuntingtlhe more money
you got the more money you want.
E3:Eow.do you stay out of it then? ---

fnat's what I trv to do.?ou've got to recs your cw
IES;I Just keep out of it.You can live rv vrvr on: ‘else.
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culture,picx your own way of life.If you don't recognise
systems they don't exist.
PH:Uraig.how do you go about writing songs ? -
0S:We have this team like Lennon and McCartney,me and

Marc Eiley.We usually get together and write the mu5i¢,or
maybe Mark's got an idea on his guitar and we build on
that,or take away from it.....All the songs on Dragnet
have got tunes.but not all of them are intentional.I have
a little piece,Marc'll have a little piece,we'll put them
together and they'll just fit.It's a big coincidence.all
the nusic fitting together.It wasn't made that_way.
PH;Are you ha??? with the production on the lp ?
CS;Yes,everyone's kind of against the sound on the album

for some reason,it's because of their conditioning.
KC;You've got people who are new wave musicians.who are

saying "break down the system",who get a production _
manoggr and spend £50,000 on a record.It's total hypocrasy.
that happened with Dragnet was the band wanted do some-
thing.and the guy who produced it liked the band.¥pr
people who are getting into it it's great,but it's not
meant for the consumer. A

PN;s lot of your songs are about The ?all and the
relationship between.yourselves and the music inustry...
MES;Yes.it's just what influences come up.Dragnet has,if

there's anything wrong with it,a balance towards songs
about the ba.nd.It's very introspective.'l'hat's why there's
things like 91st of Angles,Spectre vs Eector.?lat of
Angles I like because it's an obiective,story song.I only
write a song like that once in a while.It's difficult to
be ohjective.A lot of Flat of Angles isn't objective,a lot
of Bingo wasn't objectivesl go off at different bearings.I
get really psychotic in life,bring out loads of‘songs
about the music business but who wants to know?It*s a bad
thing but I think it should be told.Printhead is like that
-a lot of people don't realise about print,snd what the
papers do.L lot of bands live by the papers,y‘now they get
stomach upsets in the morcings.I went through it for»d
short while but I think it's very fun.ny.I've met loads of
people who were crying their eyes out because theyfld just
had a bad review from someone that's just learned to write
In my mind it's just pathetic.They get away with loads of
things because they thint__journalism is a subculture. which
it isn't.I'v| read reviews of our gigg which are just
reiterations of what I,or sombody else has said.It's
disgusting that people can get £100 a week for doing that.
The Fall don't get many bad reviews,we've noticed,- ~

because_a lot of journalists have sussed we'd know exactly
.what they were up to.I-could tell you so mny journalists
who've copped out on The F‘a.1l.thcy've just fucking broken.
Thsy{y3hcomsWdo!§"§o_do something very'gpod or very bad_25
'us}ie'¥Elpuehed"emf to d6*it;and {fifths end't5€y”EbuIdn't

KC:All you've got do is write the facts as they are,
that‘: why fanzines were so good.and that's why the music
papers ripped off all the pg§t_fanzine writers.. p,_”g_m_
Pflaihat do you think of'being identified as the band who

are going to take rock into the 80's ?
£5.11 think that‘: a good thing,but I don't think it's

possible.I think our spirit has existed for 50 years-you
always get the 2 per cent who don't take the shit.I can't
say I like all rook 'n' roll.I like all reggae.Pe1-sonally
I can see the good bit is about 2 per cent.I look at The
?all a lot in that way as well-like the new wave movement
was a good thingpthe roots movemsnt was a
‘ILQI1 it flowered there was only 10 per cent of it that was
any good in my estimation-obviously other people think
differently because trey bug other stuff.

There's a lot of bands about now that derive a lot iron
The §hll.It does annoy flfi in some wavs.'cause that's not
what it's about at all.

£C:Saying "The -?'all's into the 80's"...s a cop out.It's

like saying "Don't worry kids.it's gonna be alright.We can
see the future.You've got a band here who are gonna do it
for you£it's all crap.I mean how can you be a band of the
future?It's ridiculous.
CS;It's really lazy as well.
dES:Journalists are always wrong anyway-they never gqve I

Pop any goodreviews in the 60's.:-u: you can't read a
paper nowadays without reading how Iggy was oppressed in
the 60's.Charles Shaar surrey and Hick dent and all these
people who were around then never wrote about I€R?'Pop or
anybody else who was the vanguard of the new wave.but now
people like Nick Kent are writing"This guy,who was spat is
upon oy the music papers-ie iE".cut they don't fussing say
tnat.do they?

Anne Hightingale's line that as well-they're cowoovs.ann
people put then in positions of authority.

A lot of bad Feviews I t:-me as a personal insult-that
some Jere who reviews ‘.13 doesn't unceztrind us.
r§:fihat sort of bands do you see as caving one same sort

of spirit as you do? ?ou've seen compared to PiL and Jov
Jivisionl
!ES:l feel a bond with PiL.Bil are doing a lot of wnat

we've always wanted to io.They've got the power as well.
PiL's stuff is really good stuff in av estimation-turn-.irlg
it all around.wnicn is about tine.That'a what I scan arcut
msaing'your cw: stvle-Can were a perfect cop/rock 'n' roll
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band in m estimation.A lot of people don't see Can as
rock 'n' roll,cr PiL as rock 'n' rol1.but I do.because
it's music you'd never get on the television.There's
something out that your parents would not sit through.
They're all cliches I know,but a lot of letters we K99
from.kids say "my mum and dad will not allow this in the
room£".You get people saying "That guy cannot sing","He's
horrible" or "Listen to the poducticn".It's not just the
older generation I'm on about,it goes all the way fu¢KiH8
down.You have to sit down and get into the primal part of
it,and they don't want to do it.It's the old Outsiders
theory-the rough eventually gets absorbed into the whole.
The clash are just the Rolling Stones of the 6o's,it's as
simple as that.Good luck to them,I sayuSaying-they're
doing anything special is wrong.

I'm into a lot of oddball stuff that irritates people-
I'm into bad sounds.I'm a bit tone deaf.I think where a
lot of our strengh lies is I don't get into a lot of it
anyway. _ _
CS:I used to listen to a lot of music,I've stopped d01n8
it know,since joining The Fall.I can't listen to these
bands new because if I listen to these records that are
very well producee.I can't relate to it anymore.As far as
I'm concerned The fall is number one.It's not being big-
hesded,it's being objective.I think "What are thgy doing?
nothingtwhat are they saying?nothingt". _ _

hES:The thing is you cannot contrive spostaneityethis is
where experimental bands fall flat on their backs in my
estimation.You said do you see yourselves with Joy
Division?.We feel offended by being compared to Joy
Division,not because we heme Joy Divisions guts or
anythingtbut because we recognise ourselves as something
different altogether.Ie know nothing about music but we
¢1an't_j_mak_e an ego trip out of it lit. other bands do.We _j
are a very retrogressive band in a lot of ways.I believe
that you can't sit down and say "This record is going to
be reallly wierd,nothing else is ever going to sound like
this".'cause that's crap.The Pop Group are the greatest
example of that.The Pop Group's stuff is good,but they
tried so hard to be different,they just fell flat on their
faces,and innovators don't do that.When you dissect the
Pistols they were a sub-Who heavy metal band.It came out
beautiful because it was unconcious.That's why with our
stuff,I don't want to make it faultless like,'cause then
you've just blown it.

On the last tour I could see a lot of things getting
ggery syhchronised.which is someth__ing we've got to come gt_o_______

terms with.We could be a really good rockband.I mean The
Fall could have been a really good rock band two yeargtlf
we'd got our shit together we could have been a top 50
band like The ?uts.There's bits where I'm trying to catch
the band out,where I'm fighting against the band to nuke
them do somethinR'off the wall.'cause itTs_more _.uni l _
interesting to me. I

end of part one
part two

HEc:also you get things like Music Scene,which is very
personal.in a way it's very sef-indulgent,but also it says
a lot,because it's so personal people just take anything
from it.It's amazing,the interpretations that Music Scene
has hsd.In.fact it is getting across in a wierd sort of
way.That's what I'm sayingtyou must never contrive it,
a lot cf things get across you never thought were getting
acrcss.Psycho Mafia is the classic one for that,I mean
the interpretations of Psycho Mafia are amazingua lot of
what kids have come up to me and said “This is what I
think Psycho nafia is about",I thin! '?ucking-hell.I never
even thought of that one1',and that is just amazing.
PH:Isn't that inviting*things that aren't there?
MES;Yes,but who says they'aren't there?You're saying I

sit down and write things like ‘This is bad',which is when
was wrong with the new'wave.rhat's almost a preaching
_point of view,that's not music.that's not art to me.You wig“

I 1.. -I,

look at pop hits right-if you look at the lyrics down on
paper they're crap.if you look at the chords down on paper
a moron.could play 'em.right??ut there's something there
that gives it........This is what music should be moving
back to in a lot of ways.PiL do that-there's a bit on
Memories where you get a sort of nostalgic feeling,amd a
Burg!» of anger as well.I mean that is nothing contrived,
which is what we're against.uhen groups start believing
their own press they start to flounder-trying to re-create
that or create it. __

KC:If'AarK gave you all the lyrics and told you all the
stories,the five of us here would still interpret it
differently.There's no war you're going to get a basic
interpretation.so what's the point of tryingihhv do people flwm
have to know why than person it doing that thing?Es it so

-that that person can get on with living his life?;hey're
frightened of "0h,it might be that or it night not be
that.."That's what human beings are frightened of-they're
firightened of being themselves. hey want a guide.they want .

ll
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a system to tell them how to behave.?all music doesn't do
that-it just throws it up,and it's whatever you want to se
see in it.
Pfitfihat about ‘Taxi for Mr Ielson'?That doesn't suggest

anything to me.
uES:You must have been in a pub when someone calls "Taxi

for so-and-so'!,wel\..
CS:That's all it is.
MES:Jukebox.doesn't it cnnnect?It's a play on words.li£e

The?all.Well in any case it doesn't matter.'cause it
really happened.I'm not going to change it to make it
easier for someone to reiate to.
CS;Ee happy in your ignorance.
PH:But when people hear that.it's a striking line....
MES;Well then,it's scored one point already if it's a

striking line.
US:It‘s a striking line for you,don't worry how someone _

else interprets it.it depends on what you think.
Kfitwhat do you want?Do you want someone to write a book,

arli then write another book to tell you what it's about‘?
PN:I don't want everything explained,it's just that

people might be put off by the fact that they can't
approach it.,it's too obscure....
HES;iell they must be pretty fucking gone then,mustn't

they.You're being an intelle&tual,treating me line an
entertainer,saying "Lock boyqpnderstand everything you're
trying*to say,but lcck,the proles don't."Wel#it's about
time they fucking did-I'm a prole,right?Nobocy told me
what to do.and I'm not telling tham what to do.People like
that aren't worth having around anyway.
PN;You're saying think for yourselves.I could just write

‘Think for yourselves‘ for this article.
KC;If_you wanted to,yes.
PH:But people aren't going to havdhnything-to think about
IIIIIII

KC:But I'm only talking to you,I don't care about other
people.
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PH:But surely you care about other people enough....
KC;Give a shit?No,where did you get that idea Lromfvou

haven't got to go through this for anyone else but your-
self.
pH;3p; Bu;-Q13 the whole point of putting out a rmord is

to mane contact with people?
CS:Ho,maybe that's why The Clash release a record,that's

why they're trash. I
PN;Then why do you make several thousand records instead

of just one?
KC;Because we need the money to put out cthers.'s mad,

isn't it. “‘
PH; Yeah.
Kfitfle personally.I couldn't fit into any other system but

this,because I'm housed onto it and I dig it,so we make
records to stay in the system.
MES;But that's because we've got the attitude that a

record should be a mark,a statement.they should be every
thingtan encapsulation of life,and the only way V0U'P@
going-to get thet is if you're totally into it.’ou're not
going to get it by allowing for people-y'now"Cut this bit
out because people won't understand it" or "Leave this bit
out because it's too cbvious",Then you've blown it,you're

not thinking about what you're doingcycu're thinking
about what people will think.which is usually 339 ifflflt
detriment of creativitytfie notice people buying our album
and saying"I like a»} of it but the rest of it is shit".
but that} is more than they'll get from anything else.it's
better to have an erratic good thing than a mediocre thing
that people can relate to on every level
PN:hhat would you say was success in terms of the group .
aES:I think I'm already successful.I thine I heve been

for a while.but obviously you've got to push it a bit more _
-use your success instead of lying bqca oh it.We've got to
make it oetter.I'rn not saying there are no 'nista.'-ces in it.
There are compromises in some of the stuff we'vT cone.$uE
only the band can know tnat.Ne're nor successful recond-
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wise,but we do get out what we want to get out,though it
takes tHms.Because we're with an.independent,we have to
wait three months for stuff to come out,which JBHRB all
our stuff is immediatellf dated.but it's worth it.A lot of
groups,when the record comes out it's the first time they
have seen the cover,cr it's the first time they've heard
it because they just record it and give it to a prcducer..
PH:In reviews of The ?all,the word that comes up most is

arrogant.Do you agree with the description?
.MES;Yeah,being arrogant is just the same as being your
ownMJudge,if you snow what you are there's no need to
worry about it.Arrogance is a very necessary thingibecause
musicians are still treated as =n offshout of the jester/
entertainer thing,which is a bad thingtln some ways it's
not progressed since the 50's,y'now""Thankyou Ladies and
Gentlemen,it's very nice to be here tonight..",and if you
look at a lot of new wave bands.they do exactly the same
thinge"It's very nice to be here tonight.This is our first
single,it's called destroy everyth':H...Ba.ng Bang I hate
all you bastards,thankyou you're really great here.."-You
snow it's still showbiz,it's o.weste of time.We've never
been conciously arrogant.I can honestly say that.A lot of
that comes from playing with bigger bands-we've never gone
on thinning we were better than them.we've iust known that
what we were saying was more heartfelt then what they were
~laying4and that came across as arrogance.

t'S:‘I’he press invented that ,y'now you're arrogant if you
don't say "Hello Oldham" or whatever.
IES;Or if you say "You're a bunch of fucking twats",which

is true scmetimes,a lot cf the audiences we get are a .
bunch of morons. t
We've been playing halls on this latest tour where there

have been 200 oeop-le..and only 50 or 50 of them had heard
The tall before.sut those 50 or 60 were calling out all
the old numbers,which we didn't want to do,so we came
down on our own fans really,which seems arrogant and nasty
but it's true that if those people come to see‘The ?all,
they've got to take what we give 'em.0therwise we're just
giving them what they want to believe,and it's a lie.When
we played *lackpool,there were only l0 people there who
knew who the sell were,there were about 100 punks and
about 500 disco idiots stood at the back.We came on and
thdhfl kids at the front were sort of going-"We're into the
?all and you're not",and that sort of thingtand were
saying "Play this,play tnat",and we were saying "Fuel-t off,
you've no right to say what we do-You've come to see us,
if you don't like us then go home and get your money back.

. I W - -

Sheffield.A polluted rivsr,a complicated city centre
traffic system,easy access to the Derbyshire moors and

some innovacive music.Most well known are Cabaret Voltaire
uni The Humn l.eauge.These are by no means the only talent
to emerge from steel oity.Manr others await your attention.
Dent avoid.

Venues are limited.The university prlvidflfl B P1B¢9
fhr'n3mg bands to play but an alternative organisation,
How Society,runs gigs within the university,but on a

smaller scale, for local bands and occasionally bands
firom further afield.Last year,for instance,Throbbing
Gristle gave a live demonstration at How Soc.0utside
the university two former venues have ceased to cater
for alternative music.The Limit Club has now lost its
atmosphere completely and moved into nightclub territory.
The Penthouse has become an over twenties type disco.
Only one new venue has opened Called Blitz it is a

stage room above a pub with a small stage and bar-Drinkfi
cost 2p more than the bar down stairs.Every Tuesday a
group is featured.The atmosphersis good(but clostrophobic)
and admission is cheap.Apart from playing supports at
the top rank occasional gigs at the Poly there aren't
many outlets for new music.Save a couple of pubs.

Groups arediverse .The general standard of
imagination and output is high.I have included a partial
discography at the and of this article to provide a yardstick
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You're supposed to be into The Fall,nct "We want _
?rightened,we want..."",you've got to keep pushing it.You
always hurt the one you love,it's a shame but you've €°t

qto keep pushing it or you just stagnate. _ _w___
Obviously it's gonna go down in the end,because when

people walk 10,000 miles to see us and we go on and say
"We're not going to do that,because we hate doing that"
those people will never come again,which is just life.
PN:0n what basis should your relationship with an

audience be ? ,
KC;'Ie expect nothing from our audience.,anri in the same -

vein they,i£' they are a ¥‘all audience.should not expect
anything from us.It's a matter of "I want to go there,I
want to hear it.,I want to go home",and that's all it
should be about.There's too many people in audiences _
that just want escape,they want people up there to live
out their fantasies,and you just can't give it 'em.

HES Just because l0 people out of 50 like you,it doesn't
mean you've got to be patronising to those l0.
THE F'ALL:Judgement
‘The prosecutor paused again,to wipe the sweat off his
face.He then explained his juty was a pain£ul0ni,but he
would do it without flinching.'This man has,I repeat.,no _
place in a community whose basic principles he flouts with
without compuction.Nor,heartless as he is.has he any claim
to mercyt........I am following not only the dictates of
my concience and a sacred obligation,but also those of
the natural and righteous indignation I feel at tne sight
of a.criminal devoid of the least spark of human feeling‘

(Albert Camus , The Outsilier)

THE FA.LL:iiark Smith/Craig Scanlan/Kay Carroll/
Hartin.£/Simon Whale
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by which to asess the state of the art.I shall deal with l~ ~——- ~———------ "" """‘"”
some groups individually (hopefully) in the later issues 45:5
of P.¥*' ~ - - ' 2 n -Y h TradA problem is bound to occur in situations such MABAEET 70LTAIRE- i58»n3€@ 38 F9“? 9
as Shefiields.A large citv with a large quantity of CABARET ?ULTAIRBk Silent command-Rough Trade

:ir3r++v mu3i¢_mhe aflmqguherg is very esoteric . T55! MUST BE RUSSIAHS E.P-Russian Records. s;mé faces at every §ig_5veryone scratching everyone AETERY- mothers Moon- Limited Edition Records

elses "ack.”o sair recognition {as the Leauge and 3.? have TEE fiEGATI?ES- Honey Talks- Aardvarfl FECQTQS’ ' ". ‘ * . ". ' - ‘ ~- ~ . '- c r 1 - Vi“"' E - Ldone)the trick is to areas away.Is this such coniined EUMAJ LEAUGE- Empire state _uman *-=1n‘-ecoris 1
artistic activity a creative or self defeating situation CLOCKDVA/I'M S0 EOELCW/5Tu3T iIT55/VICE 73353-1959‘
in a city where no one outside the clique takes ouch The first It fllfiufiefi-Nflitfin TECQTQ5

- notice of the develooments?Personall? I'm not sure-
i I haven't mentioned any groups individuall? here LP'9

because of the danger of Lansing into a long list oi

_~___,|,fiI|||_.I-ii-I|||fiII-I so ' 1 v * was u.
 ..:'.\_i;i. .i_i - - '1_— ._- 'I- ' ' "

names and descalptlqpe whi"h would be pointless and out CABAHET ?OLTiIRE-nix to- Rough Trade
-' ""' H‘ ‘ i b . 1. . . in A
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This is an interview with Andy Gill and Jon King, guitarist
and vocalist respectively of Gang Of Four, who you probably know
all about anyway so I won't bore you with a long introduction...

=32: Q

PH What motivated you to enter rock music?
JK There was a lot of shit about really...
AG A feeling that there were a lot of interesting things and

exciting ideas, but that most of the people around that were
doing it weren't doing what I was interested in. So I tended
to want to do it myself. One of our first ideas was of a
small group with a very economical thing where nothing was
superfluous, where everything was at a very fundamental
level, contributing to what was going on. It's taken us a
long time to work that out.

PH You seem to try very hard not to be considered as stars.
AG I think.that's one area we're fairly unique in. l- don't

think anyone else, apart from Hekons, has consciously avoided
having a star, a sort of lead singer, and had everyone
equally involved and equally responsible for what's going on.
I remember when Hekons and us first started, we used to have
discussions and arguments about policies. They said you
shouldn't allow any photographs at all of the band, and we
said you've got to accept that's going to happen, but just
not flog it. We're not saying we don't like photographs,
Just that we're conscious of the role photos play in building
up personalities in rock music. Where we can we try to use
them in an interesting or functional way, rather than like a
Hamones cover or something.

JE If people like the Gang Of Four it's ‘cause they like the
music, the attitude, the ideas we're trying to put over. In
a sense I've got a part in it, my quarter role, in
songwriting or whatever, but beyond that there shouldn't
really be much interest in me personally. You get people
asking "What are your tastes in music" and all this piss.
How we all disagree quite strongly about some things in
music, and agree about others, but in a sense it's irrelevant
what I like, because we choose to pool our differences and
say this is going to be Gang Of Four music.

PH How has your view of the music industry changed since you
became part of it?

AG Speaking for myself, I'm sort of aware that you can't have
things exactly as you like them, ‘cause you're working for
people. There's three other people apart from yourself, and
then there's management, secretaries, and then there's PA
companies and all that. What you might like gets changed
quite a lot, ycu- have to compromise and that took a while
getting used to. Other than that record companies behave
exactly as I thought they could do.

JK But we hedged our bets against that by making sure that they
didn't have the right to push us into anything. We produce
our own records, write our own songs and basically Just
deliver the tapes and say that is it, and here's the artwork.

PH Do you Just use rock music to put over ideas?
AG He use the medium of rock music for our own ends, ends that

aren't usually associated with rock music in the sense that
rock music has certain traditional associations, like the
star thing, like...

JK The big stud man, who sort of kicks women in the teeth and
all that, people making vast fortunes out of other people for
the minimum of effort.

AG When I say ends that aren't usually associated with rock
music, I mean ends other than the glorification of a person
on a stage, such as raising questions about the way people
run their lives.

PH To what extent is that political?
JK The way people run their lives is a political thing, I mean

anyone who says a girl who sleeps with someone is a slag, and
a bloke who does is a good bloke, is making a political
statement. What they're saying is that women are a sort of
subservient species, and that if they do that sort of thing
they're stepping out of line and so they get criticised for
it. Anyone who says that is making a political statement,
because they're making a statement about the way society is
made up. It's about the way people lead their ordinary
lives, and people lead their ordinary lives the way they've
been shown to lead their ordinary lives, and that's because
of the way society has been ordered. So when we question
that like on "It's Her Factory", we get called a political
group. Basically what we're saying is we don't go along with
the standard views of what people's lives are.

AG A song like Natural's Not In It criticises ideas that are
presented to you as being natural, like it's natural for a
man to have a superior position to his woman - we say that's
not a natural thing, it's something that's been man-made.
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If scmething's man-made then you can change it, basically.
If you don't accept the present order of society as natural,
do you accept the need for some sort of order in society?
Yes, absolutely. It would entail treating other people with
respect, in other words you wouldn't have a society where
certain sorts cf people, through no effort of their own, get
advantages over other people. The House Of Lords still has
the right to change laws passed by democratically elected
people, due to their birth, apart from a minority who've been
appointed by Prime Ministers, most of them are life peers.
Then you've got people who because they've inherited wealth
work "in the City", which means they control the finance of
the country, so effectively they are the goverment. It
would mean you wouldn't have a society where the government
increases spending on guns and cuts spending on health, where
they cut spending on education and yet support public
schools. Why should the already privileged, those with
money, become more privileged?
And if you look at the ideas that are used to Justify that
sort of thing, it's the "natural" thing we were talking
about.
They talk about defending our country, and yet I experienced
it the other way.“ I got my face kicked in, and I was only
allowed to be in hospital one night. They operated on me
that night and lobbed me out*on the street the next morning.
I was lucky to get an operation with my cheek bone caved in.
I'd rather have a country with healthy people in it than
s end money on bombsp .

AG They they say, "Ah yes, but you've got to defend what you
stand for, you've got to defend your country." All that is is
the defence of British values, whatever they are, which are

reactionar I'm not sure it's that much worthusually very y.
defending if you've got that much a segregated society, which
it is.
What if we cut defence spending and were attacked?
I've often thought about that. People talk about military

.- --_..-|-Ir -|.- -I-In.-_-_.r ___1.q.,1',. I, ____ “___ I _*|_,___i _.-

superiority, but right from the second world war up to the
seventies the Americans had a massive military superiority
over the Russians. They didn't choose to invade because it
wasn't in their interest. It's not in the Russian's interest

Western Euro e now? The Russians are much betterto invade p .
off in their present partnership with Western Europe than
they would be if they invaded. They get a lot of technology,

h de end on the Americans for grain imports, there's not ey p
reason for them. to invade. I mean it was quite alright in
1958 for the Americans to send in troops to Lebanon, for them
to organise a military coup against the democratically
elected President of Chile. All these things are said to be
OK in their foreign policy. It's not OK for anyone to do it.
You have an American President talking about Human Rights in
Russia, while defending the Shah of Iran, who killed over
100,000 people in his prisons.
All the things we've been told since we were kids have been
anti-Russian, but I wonder very strongly whether the
life-styles over there are any worse than over here.
Hell.we're all agreed, but how do you persuade other people
about these things?
If people become aware of the way they're being sold down the
river by people, if you bring to people's attention things
which they hadn't thought about, people would come together
in opposition to these things. I think a lot of people who
voted Conservative at the last election didn't realise that
schools and hospitals were going to have to close down,
because it was never explained to them. This is the whole

-i inw
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pcint of discussion. If they've never had the opportunity of
having the alternatives explained to them then how can they
make up their minds about anything? Again, that's not
treating people with respect.
What's the best area for discussion then?

1 1 I

I don't know. I mean we're doing it in rock music, but we re
cnl one group of four people. We're basically talking toY
young people, people who haven't made their minds up yet.
You point out a lot of problems, but not many answers.

I-I-|-pi
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I think we do. Like It's Her Factory is saying that anyone
who is being treated like shit should say, "No, I'm not going
to do that any more." As soon as you recognise these things,
it's a progressive thing. Like if you see a picture of a
naked woman advertising a cigar, think "Why is that naked
woman being used to sell cigars?" - it's because you want a
picture of a naked woman because she's an object. If you
think "I'm not oing to treat women as objects", if you stopS
yourself calling girls slags, that's a progressive thing.
We're not telling people how to live their daily lives,
because that's up to them. I don't want to tell anyone how
to live their lives any more than I want them to tell me.

M/SH/JB
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interesting fact is that we can write sonfi
1 songs very guikly;this is one of the reaso

- _ -Do you have any formal musical traininit?

' \
_,¢f // * ' ”;\\ reasons we make stuff up on stage-because
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G,T:Nc......
I used to play the fiddle at schoc1.and

I did O-level music.Niel didn't play the o
bass until three weeks before we made the
record and Tom had only been playing the d
drums for six months.
-Sc you write most of your songs using avg
guitar idea ?
G:Well...I dunno...
N:A tune...
G;...A.tune or a chord sequence or 3 melfl

melody.
T;But you see when.we first used tcwwrite

songs we used to often start with H irumbv
beat and they were therefore written the o
other way round,so I don't think there is
any set way in which we have to work.
)Take a song like OPEC IHHAC,how did you
co-ordinate the the spoken passages? .
G:That was just an idea for the second

Peel sessicn.It was a bass line,then there
were some drums put to it,then there was a
an idea. for a little fragment of melody;
The rest was just improvised vcca.lly.It ju

. just dropped in and out between talking an
E and singing and stuff.It was done just lik
, like that,except for the sung bit at the e
5 ends

1 -How do you do an improvisation?
i T:We make it up! A

-Do you have any rules to amide 31311101‘ <10
you decide beforeh nd wether it's going'tC
be a fast one or a slow one?

. G:No,nc,no...an izfiividual kicks it off.

"1

~~~ -v=* _-_ fl:I do think we keep.to the structure of
Scritti PolittbOreen,Niel,Tom.and Matthew \guitsr,bass,drums - hat we do as it goes a1ong,5nn we try'gg fit Sam, guitar

and telephone-answering respectively) did an interview with
someone calling'himself Leroy Keene some time ago,and this is

ind ""°°B~1B ill.-and bass lines if I can remember what I've
just played.

his transcription of said interview.Take it away,Lercy.... " c;we just find some patterns and basically try to make
When.did you become a band?

songs up on the spot out of them.
T i al t t k I

G:It was about a year ago.We did the (Skank Bloc)record a few = e. so ry ? 8’? tham °h°rt 3° they 1°“ t b°°°merambling and boring.
months beforehand but Niel was livi. in Leeds and cormiting t . _ _ _
to London until last November.when Z: moved down PTOPBIII-He f-“-- tg;0n:e::mEh'tneaT°n8," kept d?1ng them la the‘ ‘B fcuné ‘
had to buy some equipment,then we started working'the set cut.

How did you meet up?
'1‘:I came from Brighton and moved up to Leeds where I met

Green at art college.At the end of three years we formed the
6T°uP~ v
G:I come from South Wales,where I was at school with Hiel,and

than I went to art college where I met Tom.
l;I was working as a vivisectionist in London where I encount

encountered the rest of the band,and once we had met and talks
talked,I knew we could never pert again.

You once had a fifth member,Simon,who played tapes:what ha
happened to him?

G;Simon did sort of join provisionally right at the beginning*
(listen to 28/8/7B).Now he works with a band called Stepping‘
Talk,who have just brought out their own record on their own
label.He lives locally,anu sometime we met up as a big sort
of crowd to discuss issues amongst cureelves.Ie're involved in
a project tcgether,bu» he doesn't actually know this yet.

How many copies of the 'Skank Bloc...‘ ep were sold ?
0=we sold out at 8,000 and we are now going to repress it

for the fourth tim
Iculd you say your music has changed since those early days?
G:Yes it has changed,about the time of the Red Crayola tour

of last Ap:ril.There are two fundamental ways in which I think
it has changed,but it would be herd to he descriptive shout it
.....In some sense it's moved to being more commercial:it's
simplified in some wey.The other thing is that we found it eas
easy to make up songs on the spot on the stage and at rehearse
rehearsals etc.It's been pruned down a bit,though it's still
risky and we never know wow lt's going to turn out.We're the
sort of band who could fall flat on their faces in public.some
something we don't seem to do very often.

H:We did in fact do the odd improvisation on the last tour,
but we hadnfit done that many gigs and we were plagued by illne
illness.so we kept them down to a minimum. ‘flow we generally i
improvise every other number.

How do you write your stuff,for instance the more intricate s
stuff like ‘Humor of Spitalfields'?
G:It took a long time didn't it?
T:I think it did.That's one Simon was originally involved in

because we origins ly used tapes.We nan a wcrmy sort of sound
on tape for that one,but we found it worked hust as well
without it.Our songs usually start from guitar parts which
Green works out,a.nd we work things around them.The guitar part
might change,depending an what else we do.
G:Often.scme songs have their birth pangs months and months b

beforehand because we're still not-suite happy with the way

F‘ s ruc very eas1ly,they became songs easily,
ind Phi? '§P9 Idefllflfiifally in keeping with the ideas we had
...To put it crudely,iueas of demystificaticn-do it quickly,_
make mistakes,take risks,and sing about anything~thnt'g
happeningwThey're an interesting device.They fitted all
those bills as,I suppose,we did by just doing it and
enjoying'it.
-Do you think.ycu would have come into existence if it
hadn't been for punk‘? '
Gifle were a punk group to start off with,we were a produdh

of punk rock.The ides.wculdn't have entered our heads if it
hadn't been for seeing the Anarchy tcur,and the early stuff
.....In the early days,whsn Tom had just bought his kit arm
we had an.acoustic guitar,we were very sort of punky in the
old-fashioned way,which was fun.
Tiwe useddto write some really punky lyrics as well.
 -

msmsslinmloawamlnumumx H fly“
Which is very funny to look back cn,but we got tired
cf it very quickly.A lot of groups have managed to
plod in and onfcr three years now. The y must be bored
to death w1th.it by newt... we gwt bored with it after
three or four months .
__Fhst other things have influenced you?
G~DiB¢' '38 an iB§lE§E§g....folk and popular music

-IE1! Rflnorally influences. v 1 I__ _
-How do you see the music prwgressin g over the next
few years? v
H-It'll depend en what we get interested in...where
the work that we're doin g at the moment takes us...
---what we read nert...who we talk ea,
T.I think that we'll try to keep the main fairly
simple.
‘~"-".._.._i'heat _P"F-'3-'1€.'_l"!?'_P'~'l._3!'-_?_:_1_7_~=1_.,______ ,_p
Tshcmething that's stuck with us throughout is a

--I

revulsion of th e very clever side of music,which
is something I expect we will in the fu tu re.
G.lhat's interesting is that once you are no longer
concerned with the overt cleverness of music,you find
you become less musicianly . Th e area of music
that has most in common with us is pop music,which is

I53-~'3"-QlE_3.nd._fi0$___l&b0I_11'gr1 Q-cg;-,1-high is qulite .,--_g:;-_,__,_],,._,-_,_-_-,__-____
to jazz,which a lot of people seem to think we listen
ts.lE do seem to be ncvin g in to this sort of area.
The other direction in which we are moving' is away
from music altogether,back to speech,back t c vocal
music and all those sort of things.

something is £01113 and*we may cha-T1-E9 the drumbeat or something 1.-. ;::§c1;°u plan b"f'r'!h5nd the min P"-‘3"'-11'!’ Of-V9111‘
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-lell -l- think we chose certain ways to play our
instruments,so I suppose vou can sav 1p___ga_s 15, nnerlB
'3.-it the beginning we were a little concious of.‘ being
0dd.1nasmuch as it was strange things that interested
us mo re than conventional stu: f.Ve tended to
gravitate more towards listening to anybody who was
trying anything new.
lhat are the main ideas behin the band ccliticsllv

am why are you not more e xtrovert 1'1 your approach
let's say to the Gang or Four?
‘Lie did sta.rt__g_i_‘i' very much as angry v oung lefties
and tho lyT1os before we ever did &Il.,Y'!7I'11fI.£‘( when we Ioro
mt mu‘-$138 B561-it) were so viciouslv I'EVO.LlltlOI'lB.I"'V-:1
I thins wnat ass changed was basically ouftonce t of

politics. I don't think we saw our politics and Ehe
politics of this country.and our involvement in politicis

as simply as the bang of 1"Uur see theirs as being WE 33'
there were an awful lot of problems with comitting
ourselves to a revclutoin" of some kind in a very
vague wsy,so it's far less dogmatic than the Gang of
1'our's political stance.5'-‘hs.t' s why it doesn't come
across as obviosly political.....depending on what

you call political
would we still call cmrselves socialists?
.It depends on what you meant by it

'1' ex

$1 m n ct sure.il-sybe....on a. good day
3."Yeah,conditiana.lly,yenh
-iiould you say your music is s. vehical for your politics,

or is it purely a musical interest?
_!;__-I think it runs as a wtish t 0 kick a let of ideas about

a ad these ideas functio n an di*‘i'erent 1evels.....I mean
they're to do with how we appear on stage and the way in
which our msic is made .1'hey're to do whith the wqy we

see things pol1ticaly;they're to do with our areas of

'.I..
I _ _ _ J. '—- I-

those ideas. i
9.3 crude and simplistic,but nevertheless very important
thing,is the fact th at making noise,music,singing and

shouting, is something that I think is good for _vou.I
think it's necessary in life as pa rt of an expreesivity
in the sorting throng h of problems.
"ih3t '1'-‘J F111 '5-0 With your days,as you are on th e dole?
T .I think we get up in the afternoon regularly...ccst
of us do,a.nyway,as we do go t o bed very late.-flow
inbetweeng getting u p and going to bed we have

breakfastawe seem to spend a lot of time discussing
quite progmatic details of getting gigs sorted out

records.covers.....there seems ts be a hell of a lot to
do.I really don't know how groups manage it when they go
Gut tfi ‘Uri! days

G. We also talk a lot and think things thrcugh,read books
etc.Then offers come for different types of work,
different kinds of gigs . Some ideas for material arrive

than you do some writing .It all seems very intense to me.
T-.The advan tags of being on the dole is that if you
have get something you want to concentrate on,youv'e g ot
the time to do it .If you can discipline yourself you
can spend a number of days doing something,whereas if you
have a ,job,l-mowing groups who are workir.g,they're always
exhausted after they've finished work and all they want
to do is have a drink and relax.
G.Bee-ding is very important to us. It's very important

that our ideas don't become complacent and comfortable
I t's always good to check other peoples‘ arguments,
just tomalce sure I'm not being smug.
-What sort of music do you listen to.beside your own?

'1'.Baincosts,S1its,Delta 5 are very interesting and ma;-cs
rm feel good.
9.1 like listening to the Gang of Four and the flekons.

interest and they're to do with the problems we experience. IGE£ff_ out tn see that they are doing.
1here's a whole nexus or different parts and models of ---—-—-— . - . - _-
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